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When choosing referring expressions (definite NPs, pronouns, or null subjects) to
describe agents, speakers face competing pressures. On the one hand, they should avoid
using definite NPs to refer to a previously introduced entity—a constraint known as
Repeated-name penalty (Gordon et al., 1993). Using a pronoun introduces a different
kind of problem: if there are multiple potential antecedents in a scene, a pronoun may
be ambiguous. In this paper, we claim that predictability of an event affects the choice
of referring expressions in spontaneous descriptions of agents in novel scenes.
Recent corpus (Tily & Piantadosi, 2009) and experimental work (Rosa & Arnold,
2017) suggest that speakers choose more informative expressions to refer to unpredictable
content. However, it is difficult to separate the predictability of the event itself from
the effect of distributional properties of corresponding event descriptions. To avoid this
confound, we introduce an artificial world paradigm where we trained participants to
learn about typical interactive event progressions. The participants were then asked to
describe similar event progressions verbally.
The scenes featured three distinct types of moving entities: blue cells, red cells, and
green viruses (the experiment was conducted in pre-pandemic times). All events consisted
of two sub-events: an attack (A attacked B) and fleeing (either A or B fled the scene)
(Figure 1). We manipulated the predictability of the event progression that speakers had
to describe. In half of the trials, the characters behaved in accordance with previously
learned patterns, while in the other half an unexpected progression was shown. We
expected the participants to produce more definite NPs when an unusual interaction is
observed.

Figure 1: The blue cell attacks the virus and flees.
We anticipated that the participants will produce one of the descriptions in (1) for
the event shown in Figure 1.
(1)

a.
b.
c.

The blue cell attacks the virus and the blue cell flees.
The blue cell attacks the virus and it flees.
The blue cell attacks the virus and flees.

The experiment followed a 2 x 2 design: we varied the thematic role of the fleeing character
in the first sub-event (agent or patient) and whether the event proceeded as expected.
Participants viewed and described two scenes for each of the four conditions, producing
8 descriptions in total.
We annotated the utterances as to whether the subject of the second verb in the event
description was a definite NP or a pronoun. As an alternative, sometimes the speakers
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produced a conjoined verb phrase (1c). We assigned such responses to category “null”
for null separate subject of the second verb (the whole verb phrase has only one subject).
Together null subjects and pronouns formed the “reduced” reference category.
We fitted the data with a generalized linear mixed-effects model, where the type of
referring expression served as a binomial dependent variable, surprise status of an event
and trial order as the independent variables, and items and subjects as random intercepts.
We excluded first trials from the analysis as they featured considerably more reduced
references than other trials. As we predicted, speakers produced more definite NPs when
they encountered a surprising event (β = 1.417, SE = 0.678, z = 2.091, p < 0.05),
see Figure 2, odds ratios for effects and their interaction are shown in Figure 3. The
effect surfaced for events where the same entity acted as an agent in both sub-events. In
case when the patient of the first sub-event became the agent of the second sub-event,
participants overwhelmingly preferred definite NPs, we relate this effect to the need to
clearly mark the change of agent between the two sub-events.
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Figure 2: Definite NP vs reduced reference
frequencies for surprising and unsurprising
events, first trial excluded.

Figure 3: Odds ratios for effects and their
interaction. Agents of surprising events are
more likely to be referred to with a definite
NP.

We conclude that the Repeated-name penalty applies even when there are multiple
competing antecedents in the previous clause. The effect is stronger when speakers describe an event where the agent engages in predictable interactions with the patient: in
that case speakers are more likely to choose a pronoun or use a conjoined verb phrase to
describe the event. However, an unexpected turn in the unfolding of an event progression
calls for a referring expression that could boost the salience of the agent to the listener,
in accordance with the cooperative view of language production (Grice, 1989). Thus,
we show that predictability of an event affects the choice of referring expressions: more
informative expressions (definite NPs) are preferred over reduced forms to mark the agent
of a surprising event. This effect illustrates the interaction of linguistic constraints on
reference and the knowledge of event patterns.
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